ANNOUNCEMENT FOR THE INTERNAL ASSESSMENT FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE TAKEN RE-ADMISSION IN SECOND YEAR

This is for the information of students who took initial admission before 2019 and, after gap year, took re-admission in Second Year in 2020.

It is informed that such students need to have their Internal Assessment held according to the old syllabus [pre-CBCS mode].

Kindly submit a copy of your readmission slip, along with an application asking for the same. The application must include the names of all the courses, both compulsory and optional. Kindly note that for Sem-IV, you need to follow this time table in choosing your optional papers to avoid clash on the day of the exam. You need to select three optional papers based on the time table. Paper 104: Democracy and Political Institutions in India shall be the core paper.

Please submit this application to the department by 5 PM on Friday, 15 January 2021.